Only a limited number of studies have investigated genetic associations with emotion dysregulation and similar constructs. These have primarily focused on candidate genes already associated with a range of psychiatric and stress-related conditions, such as the oxytocin receptor gene (OXTR; Bradley et al., 2011b , Kim et al., 2011 , the serotonin transporter gene (5-HTT; Canli and Lesch, 2007, Hariri and Holmes, 2006) , catechol-omethyltransferase (COMT; Drabant et al., 2006) , and monoamine oxidase A (MAOA; Buckholtz and Meyer-Lindenberg, 2008, Williams et al., 2009 ). There are limitations to candidate gene studies, including the need for a priori hypotheses and subjective decisions in what genes to examine. Another method used to study genetic associations are genome wide association studies (GWAS), which use an unbiased approach to provide an evaluation of common genetic variation across the genome and can identify genetic risk loci. To date, there have been no GWAS with emotion dysregulation. However, a number of recent studies performed with major psychiatric disorders have shown evidence of cross-disorder risk genes (Green et al., 2010 , Hodgkinson et al., 2004 . As part of the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium (PGC), the largest genome-wide analysis of psychiatric illness thus far, investigators found initial evidence that specific SNPs are significantly associated with cross-disorder risk of both childhood-onset and adult-onset psychiatric conditions (Smoller et al., 2013) . The investigators also examined shared genetic etiology and found evidence for shared genetic variation across schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, major depressive disorder, autism spectrum disorders, and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder . In addition, a meta-analysis of GWAS studies for neuroticism, a personality trait characterized by strong negative emotions and associated with emotion dysregulation, found evidence for a genetic locus that has been associated with major depressive disorder, bipolar disorder, and schizophrenia (de Moor et al., 2015) . Because emotion dysregulation has been implicated as a risk factor and component of a range of psychiatric conditions, gaining a better understanding of genetic risk loci associated with emotion dysregulation could help to inform cross-disorder risk more generally.
In this study, we present the results of an initial GWAS of emotion dysregulation, demonstrating sex-specific differences in the genetic architecture of this phenotype. Because of the data suggesting that emotion dysregulation is a phenotype that cuts across psychiatric disorders, we then conducted post-hoc analysis examining whether the SNPs identified in the GWAS were associated with current symptom levels of major depressive disorder and PTSD, as well as lifetime history of suicide attempt. Next, we performed additional genomic analyses demonstrating that these SNPs are likely functional in that they are associated with differential regulation of methylation (via meQTL analyses). Finally, using gene set enrichment analyses, we examined pathways related to the top genes within the entire GWAS of emotion dysregulation, to more broadly determine biological processes involved.
unemployed and 85% reporting a household monthly income less than $2000. Participants were recruited from the general medical clinics of a publicly funded hospital, as detailed previously (Gillespie et al., 2009) . Individuals were deemed eligible for participation if they could give informed consent and understand English, as determined by a study researcher. Study procedures were approved by the institutional review board of Emory University School of Medicine. After signing the informed consent approved by the Emory Institutional Review Board, an initial interview was administered by trained research assistants.
Phenotype Measures
Emotion Dysregulation Scale (EDS)-The EDS is a 12-item self-report scale to measure the severity of current emotion dysregulation symptoms (Bradley et al., 2011a , Powers et al., 2015 . Items are scored on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 ("Not true") to 7 ("Very true"). Items assess domains of emotional experiencing (e.g., "Emotions overwhelm me"), cognition (e.g., "When I'm upset, everything feels like a disaster or crisis"), and behavior (e.g., "When my emotions are strong, I often make bad decisions"). The internal consistency of the EDS was high (α=0.94). Average total score for the overall sample was 37.19 (SD=21.08, range=12-84) with similar scores across sex; for males, mean=35.04, SD=20.20; for females, mean=38.10, SD=21.38.
Modified PTSD Symptom Scale (mPSS)-The mPSS (Falsetti et al., 1993 ) is a psychometrically valid 17-item self-report measure assessing frequency of PTSD symptoms over the prior two weeks. It distinguishes among re-experiencing, avoidance, and hyperarousal symptom clusters of PTSD. Current PTSD diagnosis was determined based on DSM-IV-TR (APA, 2000) criteria. In the overall sample, 769 (30.7%) met for current PTSD (males only, n=220, 29%).
Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II)-
The BDI-II (Beck et al., 1996) is a widely used, 21-item self-report measurement of depressive symptoms. In the present study, current depression diagnosis was determined based on DSM-IV-TR (APA, 2000) criteria. In the overall sample, 753 (29.1%) met for current depression (males only, n=201, 26.1%). In addition to the BDI, participants were also asked to self-report any history of suicide attempts (overall sample, n=335, 13.1%; males only, n=66, 8.7%).
Traumatic Events Inventory (TEI)-
The TEI is a lifetime assessment of different categories of traumas based on a yes/no answer for natural disasters, accidents, lifethreatening illnesses, military combat, witnessing a murder or assault of a family member or close friend, sexual/physical assaults, and childhood abuse for a total of 21 items (Gillespie et al., 2009; Schwartz et al., 2005) . Overall level of trauma exposure variable reflects the sum of the different types of traumatic events experienced or witnessed by the participant (overall sample: mean = 4.50, SD = 3.28, range=0-19; in males: mean=5.24, SD=3.29; in females: mean=4.19, SD=3.23). Within the overall sample, 40% of individuals reported exposure to child abuse (in males, n=250; in females, n=772).
Genotyping and Quality Control
Participants provided a saliva sample and/or blood sample. DNA was extracted from saliva in Oragene collection vials (DNA Genotek Inc, Ontario, Canada) using the DNAdvance kit (Beckman Coulter Genomics, Danvers, MA), while DNA from blood was extracted using either the E.Z.N.A. Mag-Bind Blood DNA Kit (Omega Bio-Tek, Inc., Norcross, GA) or ArchivePure DNA Blood Kit (5 Prime, Inc, Gaithersburg, MD). Genome-wide SNP genotyping was conducted on approximately 5000 subjects using Illumina's Omni1-Quad BeadChip, which interrogates 1,011,219 individual SNPs. Genotypes were called using Illumina's GenomeStudio software. We used PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007) to perform quality-control (QC) analyses on the genetic data. In brief, initial QC involved removing samples with very low call rates and those outside acceptable levels of heterozygosity (−0.25<Fhet>0.25); the remaining samples were recalled in GenomeStudio. We then removed SNPs with call rates less than or equal to 98%, and a frequency of less than 0.01, and individuals with greater than 2% missing data. We further identified and removed related individuals by using PLINK to estimate the proportion of identity by descent (IBD) for each pair of individuals. Among pairs of individuals with an IBD proportion > 0.12 (indicating cousins or a closer relation), we removed the individual in each pair with the higher rate of missing genotype data. Using data (autosomes only) pruned in PLINK, we performed principal-component analysis (PCA) to infer axes of ancestry and remove outlier subjects. Based on PCA, we retained those African-American individuals who fell within three standard deviations of the medians of the first and second principal components in our sample. After completion of QC and PCA, our sample consisted of 3814 African-American individuals genotyped for 883,511 SNPs. Of the individuals included in the genetic sample (N=3814), 68% had EDS data and were included in the GWAS (N=2600). When comparing the genotyped individuals to the non-genotyped individuals, no significant differences in demographic measures relevant to this study were found; furthermore, the full genetic sample and analytic samples were similar.
DNA methylation
Blood samples were collected from a subset of participants in EDTA vacuum tubes (Overall sample, N=2600; subsample for methylation in males, N=107). DNA was extracted using the Puregene Genomic DNA kit (Invitrogen). Samples were resolved on a 1% agarose gel to verify that the DNA was of high molecular weight (at least 2kb) and quantified using PicoGreen (Invitrogen). DNA methylation was interrogated for each sample using the HumanMethylation450 BeadChip (Illumina). Briefly, 1 μg of DNA was converted with sodium bisulfite, amplified, fragmented, and hybridized according to the manufacturer's instructions. Beta values were generated with BeadStudio and were set to missing (no call) if detection p-values exceeded .001. All samples had probe detection call rates <95% and an average intensity value of either <50% of the experiment-wide sample mean or <2,000 arbitrary units (AU). CpG sites with missing data for >10% of samples were excluded from analysis. Normalization of probe distribution and background differences between Type I and type II probes was conducted using Beta Mixture Quantile Normalization (BMIQ; Teschendorff et al., 2013) , and ComBat was used to account for sources of technical variations including batch and positional effects (Johnson, Li, & Rabinovic, 2007) .
Statistical Approach
Using the statistical package PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007) , we regressed continuous score on the EDS on allele count, assuming an additive model (0, 1, or 2 copies of risk allele) and the top ten principal components (Lin and Zhoa, 2009, Price et al., 2006) of genome-wide data as covariates separately in males (N=774) and females (N=1826). Previous research suggests that biological substrates of psychiatric disorders in men and women may be different (Harrison and Tunbridge, 2008, Williams and Gatt, 2009 ). Additionally, a number of recent GWAS, linkage, and methylation studies have demonstrated sex-specific genome-wide significance across a number of medical and psychiatric disorders (Chesi et al., 2015; Sharma et al., 2015; Werling et al., 2014; and Xu et al., 2014) . We have also found sexspecific effects of genes on various psychiatric outcomes including PTSD (Ressler et al., 2011) and depression (Heim et al., 2009) , and since emotion dysregulation is a transdiagnostic factor related to both of these psychiatric conditions, we ran separate GWAS for males and females.
Additional posthoc analyses were conducted using logistic regressions to examine the unique predictive value of the GWAS identified SNP associated with emotion dysregulation and psychiatric conditions of interest. The emotion dysregulation measure was positively skewed. However, the level of skewness and kurtosis (overall sample: skewness = 0.58, kurtosis = -0.87, males: skewness = 0.67, kurtosis = -0.73, females: skewness = 0.54, kurtosis = -0.92) fell within acceptable parameters for the sample size (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2001) . Correlations between emotion dysregulation and the other phenotype variables were examined and all were significantly correlated at p < .001: For EDS and current depression (BDI-II), rpb = 0.54; for EDS and current PTSD (mPSS), r = 0.43, for EDS and lifetime suicide attempt, rpb = 0.25. Logistic regression models were built in two steps to identify the unique predictive value of emotion dysregulation above and beyond the effect of demographic variables and SNP. More specifically, Model 1 included demographic variables (i.e., age education level, and income level) and SNP in predicting psychiatric outcome variables. Then, Model 2 included demographic variables, SNP, and emotion dysregulation in predicting psychiatric outcome variables.
Next, in males only, we examined methylation quantitative trait loci (meQTL) in this cohort by applying the approach described previously (Smith et al., 2014) to the HumanMethylation450 data from the parent study; rs6602398 genotype was tested for association with the proportion of methylation for the 5 CpG sites in IL2RA. Linear regressions were used to model methylation of each CpG site as a linear function of genotype, controlling for the cellular proportions (CD4, CD8, CD14, CD56, and CD19) and the first 3 principal components from the GWAS. Multiple test correction was not used since the purpose of this analysis is to extend the genome-wide corrected SNP association analysis and methylation of adjacent CpG sites may be correlated and may not represent independent tests.
We also examined the association signal of GWAS markers in a set of genes categorized by biological pathways, assuming that emotion dysregulation, which may represent crossdisorder risk, may result from a number of genes which disrupt one or more pathways. To reduce bias, we applied a statistical method to identify overrepresented pathways in a single GWAS dataset. Analyses were conducted using WebGestalt (http://bioinfo.vanderbilt.edu/ webgestalt/; Wang et al., 2013 , Zhang et al., 2005 , a web-based gene set analysis toolkit which uses genes as the input. It incorporates published information about biochemical pathways taken from the MolecularSignatures Database (MSigDB; http:// software.broadinstitute.org/gsea/msigdb/index.jsp). We first used Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) which was developed for microarray gene expression analysis (Subramanian et al., 2005) but has also been used for GWAS (Jia, Wang, Meltzer, & Zhao, 2010) . Using the male sample GWAS SNPs, we included the genes for all SNPs with a cutoff p-value of 1x10 −4 . Even if more than one SNP was identified for a gene, the gene was only included in the analysis once. Then, we ran a disease enrichment analysis, which examined the list of genes identified through GSEA against a database of genes that past research has found to be associated with specific diseases and provides a list of disease pathways that are "over-represented" by the identified list of genes from MSigDB curated gene sets (http://software.broadinstitute.org/gsea/msigdb/index.jsp). It then compares the number of genes in the above list that are on a given disease to the total number of genes on the pathway overall. More specifically, GSEA takes an a prioi set of genes S, and determines whether the members of S are randomly distributed through L or primarily found at the top or bottom. An "enrichment score" (ES) is calculated to determine the degree to which a set S is overrepresented at the extremes (top or bottom) of the entire ranked list L; this is calculated with a running-sum statistic of "hits" (when S genes are present in L) and "misses" (genes encountered in L that are not in S): P hit -P miss . Statistical significance of the ES is based on a permutation approach, comparing ES with ES NULL based on randomly assigned phenotypes (see Subramanian et al., 2005 for a full description of this approach and all statistical methodology). We also ran a Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG; http://www.genome.jp/kegg/) pathway enrichment analysis. Multiple testing correction was performed using the Benjamini-Hochberg method (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) . All significant results at adjusted p<.01 are presented. See Figure 1 for a full depiction of the analytic approach and relative sample sizes for each analysis run.
Results

GWAS with Emotion Dysregulation
We found no evidence to suggest inflation of the association test statistics in the sample (genomic inflation factor λ=1.00; Supplementary Figure 1) . Using a cutoff level of 5x10 −8 , we did not find any SNPs significantly associated with emotion dysregulation in females. In contrast, in the male cohort, we found that rs6602398, a SNP that resides within IL2RA at chromosomal position 10p15.1, was significantly associated with EDS (Figure 2A , additive model: N=774, β (SE)=14.9 (2.6); p=1.1×10 −8 ) 1 . Further, a peak in IL2RA shows several SNPs that were also associated with the outcome (Figure 2B ). SNP rs6602398 had a minor allele frequency (MAF) of 0.04, and a HWE p-value of 1 in males.
Associations of Emotion Dysregulation and other Psychiatric Conditions with IL2RA SNPs
Logistic regression analyses were conducted in males to determine the association between EDS-associated SNP (rs6602398) and psychiatric symptoms (i.e., current depression, current PTSD, and lifetime history of suicide attempt). As shown in Table 1 , rs6602398 was significantly associated with current depression and PTSD, but not lifetime suicide attempt. When emotion dysregulation symptoms were included in the model, the associations between rs6602398 and current depression and PTSD were no longer significant.
Methylation Analyses with EDS-associated SNPs
One way in which a genetic variant can influence gene expression is through association with the nearby epigenetic structure, which may regulate gene expression. We examined the relationship between the EDS-associated SNP in IL2RA (rs6602398) and methylation of IL2RA CpG sites. In a subset of 107 GTP males, rs6602398 was associated with methylation of a CpG site (cg11733245) in IL2RA (p<.05). These results were not corrected for multiple testing.
Gene and Disease Enrichment Analyses
Using GSEA with the male sample GWAS SNPs, the results showed a list of 51 identified genes (see supplemental materials). Those 51 genes were then run in a disease enrichment analysis to determine potential disease pathways that are "over-represented" by the identified genes. Using this technique and setting a cutoff of p<.01 after correction for multiple tests, ten psychiatric disease pathways were identified (see Table 2 ). Similarly, using those 51 genes we also conducted a KEGG pathway enrichment analysis. We found one pathway with an adjusted probability of p<.01: the Calcium Signaling Pathway (number of reference genes in pathway = 174, number of study genes = 4, expected number of genes in pathway = 0.43, ratio of enrichment = 9.40, adjusted p-value = 0.008).
Discussion
Through GWAS, we found that emotion dysregulation is associated at genome-wide level significance in a sex-specific manner, with a SNP in IL2RA in men. This is the first study to our knowledge that has found a relationship between emotion dysregulation and IL-2, a proinflammatory cytokine that is involved in the systemic inflammatory response. Previous GWAS have shown a relationship between IL2RA and several medical disorders including asthma, multiple sclerosis (MS), rheumatoid arthritis, and inflammatory bowel disease (Bouzid et al., 2013 , Ferreira et al., 2014 , Hinks et al., 2012 , Metasanz et al., 2012 , Purcell et al., 2007 . There are also a number of studies showing overlap of risk for MS and risk for psychiatric disorders including MDD, bipolar disorder, and schizophrenia (Andreassen et al., 2014 , Iacovides and Adreoulakis, 2011 , Joffe et al., 1987 , Patten et al., 2003 , Siegert and Abernethy, 2005 . Studies have also shown associations between IL-2 polymorphisms and schizophrenia (Paul-Samojedny et al., 2013; Schwarz et al., 2006; Watanabe et al., 2008) . Growing evidence suggests that inflammation may be a common path that explains why autoimmune diseases and certain psychiatric disorders co-occur (Leonard and Maes, 2012, Miller et al., 2002) .
There are a number of studies showing an association of cross diagnosis psychiatric illnesses and inflammatory markers. For example, a recent review found that that suicidal behavior, a behavior that is associated with many psychiatric conditions, was associated with elevations of IL-2, IL-6, IL-8 and TNF-α (Serafini et al., 2013) . Another review of inflammatory profiles in depression, psychosis, and bipolar disorder found that there is overwhelming evidence to suggest that inflammatory abnormalities are a feature of many psychiatric conditions (Baumeister et al., 2014) . Research also suggests that early life stress may increase risk of chronic inflammation, particularly among individuals with depression (Muller and Bechter, 2013) .
Although interesting, it is unclear why the GWAS findings were found only in men. Findings are mixed, but there is some evidence of sex differences in inflammatory markers (Rohleder et al., 2001 , Toker et al., 2005 . One important factor in understanding these sex differences may be sex hormones. Women are more likely to develop certain autoimmune disorders that may be associated with inflammation, such as rheumatoid arthritis, but the severity of the diseases varies with sex hormone status (e.g., pregnancy, menopause; Da Silva and Hall, 1992 , Lahita, 1996 , Silva, 1999 . The variability in age and sex hormone status of our female participants may have impacted the ability to find significant genetic risk results for females; more research is needed to determine whether our findings are in fact sex specific or may be influenced by hormones in a way that could not be measured with the present study. These data suggest that as we continue to examine mechanisms underlying emotion regulation, we need to be aware that such biological pathways may often be different across the sexes.
Our results also showed that there were significant associations between the identified EDSrelated SNP and psychiatric conditions in this traumatized population. More specifically, rs6602398 was significantly associated with current depression and PTSD. In both logistic regression analyses, when emotion dysregulation was included in the model, the associations between rs6602398 and these outcome variables were no longer significant. It is possible that high levels of emotion dysregulation could serve as an intermediate phenotype between this risk gene and certain psychiatric conditions, although it is impossible to know causality based on the present findings using cross-sectional data. Mediational models should be examined in future longitudinal studies.
Our findings also suggest that this SNP may influence emotion dysregulation through a combination of genetic and epigenetic mechanisms that influence IL2RA expression.
Methylation is influenced by SNPs across the genome, and rs6602398 genotype associated with methylation of a CpG site in IL2RA. However, it is important to note that there were a limited number of subjects with available methylation data, and multiple test corrections were not performed for this analysis. DNA methylation can alter transcriptional regulation, and histone modifications and DNA methylation are increasingly appreciated to be dynamically regulated with gene activation and repression.
Our gene enrichment analyses also suggest that the genes most associated with emotion dysregulation have previously been found to be associated with psychiatric disorders including anxiety disorders, mood disorders, schizophrenia, disturbance of conduct, autism, and eating disorders. This is consistent with our data showing that emotion dysregulation may help to explain the associations between SNPs of IL2RA and depressive symptoms, PTSD symptoms, and suicide attempt risk. Lastly, in our KEGG pathway enrichment analyses we found an overrepresentation of genes from the calcium signaling pathway, which has also been associated with risk for many psychiatric disorders including major depressive disorder, bipolar disorder and schizophrenia (Erk et al., 2010 , Lancaster et al., 2014 . Variants of the calcium signaling pathway have also been associated with a range of structural and functional brain circuitry, most notably emotion processing and executive functioning (Bigos et al., 2010) .
Several study limitations are worth noting. Given the cross-sectional nature of this study and the use of retrospective reports, we cannot make assertions about causality or time of onset for PTSD symptoms, depressive symptoms, or emotion dysregulation. Therefore, prospective, longitudinal studies are required to examine the temporal onset of emotion dysregulation, PTSD and depressive symptomatology. We also focused on self-report measures of emotion dysregulation, current PTSD, and current depression. There are limitations to what an individual can correctly identify in themselves regarding psychiatric symptoms and it would be beneficial for future research to incorporate more thorough and objective measures of these constructs. Additionally, the sample size of our male group was small, and it is critical that these results be replicated in additional independent samples before any clear determinations about the implications of these findings can be made. Also, the methylation analyses used to supplement the genome-wide corrected SNP association analysis did not include multiple test correction. Finally, our sample was largely low income and African American. However, this weakness is balanced by the public health importance of studying these variables in an often under-researched and under-served population with such high rates of trauma exposure as well as mental and physical health problems. Individuals living in low income, inner-city environments are at particularly high risk for exposure to childhood abuse, multiple traumatic events, and trauma-related psychopathology (Gillespie et al., 2009 , Schwartz et al., 2005 . Therefore, this population may be a particularly interesting group with which to examine genetic associations with emotion dysregulation and how that might help to elucidate cross-disorder genetic vulnerability. Furthermore, there are very limited mental health resources available for individuals in this population, and it is even more critical that we continue to study factors that might inform evidence-based treatments for such groups.
Overall, the combination of our findings on emotion dysregulation, via GWAS identifying the IL2RA gene which is associated in prior research with a number of medical disorders that have high comorbidity with psychiatric disorders, the association between the EDSrelated SNP in IL2RA and depressive and PTSD symptoms, and the gene enrichment findings suggesting that the SNPs closely associated with emotion dysregulation show overrepresentation with genes associated with risk for multiple psychiatric disorders and the calcium signaling pathway, together provide initial convergent evidence into genetic risk loci associated with emotion dysregulation. Clearly, emotion dysregulation is important in a wide range of psychiatric conditions, and this risk factor needs to be understood further at the genetic and epigenetic levels, as well as in understanding underlying mechanisms mediating sex-specific differences, as we continue to improve understanding of cross-disorder risk more generally. rs6602398, on chromosome 10, is associated with emotion dysregulation in males. a) Manhattan plot for emotion dysregulation in the sample (African American males only, N=774) shows genome-wide associated SNP rs6602398 (β (SE)=14.9 (2.6); p=1.1×10 −8 ). b) Regional plot of chromosome 10 showing a peak of associated SNPs associated with emotion dysregulation in IL2RA (significant SNP rs6602398 is shown by a diamond) in males. Plot generated with LocusZoom (Prium et al., 2010) . Powers Table 1 Associations among current PTSD, current depression, and lifetime history of suicide attempt with EDS-associated SNP in males using logistic regression models BasePair Position + 
